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BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR 
STUDENTS WHO:
• Have developmental  

disabilities or autism 

• Struggle with phonics 

• Are nonreaders

RESEARCH-BASED 
INSTRUCTIONAL 
STRATEGIES:
• Errorless learning

• Positive reinforcement

• Use of manipulatives

• Oral and sight word  
vocabulary

• Controlled vocabulary  
stories

• Social skills enrichment

• Continuous progress 
monitoring

COMPLETE PRINT 
PROGRAM INCLUDES: 
• Program Overview

• Mastery Test

• Lesson Plan/Record Books 

• Word Recognition Books

• Picture Match cards and 
boards 

• Phrase Match cards  
and boards 

• Stories

• Reading and Social  
Skills Games 

• 2 Display Masks 

• Word Signs audio files 

• The Rides or Judy’s  
Birthday Party and  
certificates

Edmark Reading Program

The Edmark Reading Program has long helped beginning readers of all ages who need an alternative to phonics 
to learn to read. The key to this success is the program’s use of a carefully sequenced, highly repetitive word 
recognition method combined with errorless learning. The program motivates students by breaking learning into 
steps that ensure that even the poorest readers achieve over 90% accuracy. This approach eliminates incorrect 
responses and helps students view themselves as readers.

The Edmark Reading Program serves as a sole reading program or as a supplement to a phonics-based or 
other type of reading program. In Level 1, students learn 150 frequently seen sight words from kindergarten and 
Grade 1 reading levels, and the endings -s, -ed, and -ing. In Level 2, students learn an additional 200 words from 
Grades 1–3 reading levels.

Students begin by recognizing and reading a new 
word in isolation and then in the context of phrases, 
sentences, and stories. They use their newly learned 
words in a variety of reading activities to reinforce new 
learning, ensure automatic word recognition, and facili-
tate the generalization of their reading skills to new and 
varied situations. 

An effective alternative 
to phonics!

PRINT AND EDMARK ONLINE
The program is available in print and as Edmark 
Online, a web-based software version.

Each version can be used independently or in combi-
nation, providing educators with versatile tools to help 
students achieve reading success. The print and online 
versions have the same lesson structure in the same  
lesson sequence. 

In Edmark Online, students experience audio directions, 
colorful graphics and animated guides, and constant  
positive feedback. Students can use computers and  
tablets with Internet access to interact with the program. 

Edmark Online includes these features:
• Mastery Test provides placement and progress data.
• Progress monitoring is automatic.
• Teachers can customize and individualize the program.
• Students can click on sentences and stories to hear 

them read aloud.
• Homework, Bingo, Games, Writing Practice, and more 

can be printed for off-line use.

Edmark Research 
Compilation

Science-based reading 
research supporting the 
efficacy of the Edmark 
Reading Program can 
be downloaded at  
www.proedinc.com.

EDMARK READING PROGRAM
SECOND EDITION
READING LEVEL: K–3
INTEREST LEVEL: K–12
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Components in Levels 1 & 2Edmark Reading Program–Print

Subtest 1: Discrimination
   Check if Word  Reading Level
  Answer Correct Group Lesson 1 2 3

 1. yellow ❑ 1 4 •
 2. green ❑ 2 17 •
 3. pencil ❑ 3 27  •
 4. candy ❑ 4 36  •
 5. said ❑ 5 51 •
 6. black ❑ 6 52 •
 7. chair ❑ 7 72  •
 8. telephone ❑ 8 73   •
 9. paper ❑ 9 83 •
 10. slow ❑ 10 94 •
 11. bike ❑ 11 111 •
 12. picture ❑  12 121 •
 13. game ❑  13 126 •
 14. street  ❑  14 140 •
 15. other ❑  15 152 •

 Total Words
  Correct

Subtest 2: Picture/Phrase Match
   Check if Word  Reading Level
  Answer Correct Group Lesson 1 2 3

 1. 1 (horse) ❑ 1 1  •
 2. 3 (chicken) ❑ 2 19  •
 3. 2 (cows) ❑ 3 30  •
 4. 3 (eggs) ❑ 4 32  •
 5. 3 (fl owers) ❑ 5 49  •
 6. 1 (table) ❑ 6 55  •
 7. 2 (birds) ❑ 7 70 •
 8. 1 (books) ❑ 8 80  •
 9. 2 (cup) ❑ 9 88   •
 10. 2 (scissors) ❑ 10 95   •
 11. 3 (rabbit) ❑ 11 103   •
 12. 1 (animals) ❑  12 114 •
 13. 1 (magazine) ❑  13 123  •
 14. 3 (balloons) ❑  14 136 •
 15. 2 (bear) ❑  15 151 •

 Total Words
  Correct

Dates of Testing ______________ through ______________

Student’s Name ____________________________________

Examiner’s Name __________________________________

Type of Administration: Group Individual

 Subtest 1 ❑ ❑
 Subtest 2 ❑ ❑

Subtest 3: Word Recognition
   Check if Word Reading Level
  Answer Correct Group Lesson 1 2 3

 1. see ❑ 1 5 •
 2. put ❑ 2 18 •
 3. apple ❑ 3 21 •
 4. blue ❑ 4 34 •
 5. tree ❑ 5 47 •
 6. sky ❑ 6 53  •
 7. purple ❑ 7 66  •
 8. happy ❑ 8 81  •
 9. fast ❑ 9 89 •
 10. zoo ❑ 10 101 •
 11. jump ❑ 11 105 •
 12. knife ❑  12 117   •
 13. all ❑  13 124 •
 14. new  ❑  14 134  •
 15. give ❑  15 153 •

 Total Words
  Correct

Reading Levels

Reading levels are provided for the words scored in 
this test for informational purposes only. Although 
some of the words are 2.0 or 3.0, Level 1 teaches 150 
basic sight words plus endings (-s, -ed, -ing) and takes 
a nonreader to approximately a 1.0 reading level.

© 2011, 2008 by PRO-ED, Inc.
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Mastery Test
Scoring Form
Mastery Test
Scoring Form

Second Edition

Level 1

Edmark
READING PROGRAM

Mastery Tests

Lesson Plan/Record Book

3Interpreting the Results

Interpreting Results | 9

Completing the 
Summary Form

Th e Summary Form is used to summarize the student’s 
Mastery Test performance over as many as three test 
administrations and to document recommendations 
for instruction based on those results. An example of 
a Summary Form, pages 1 and 2, completed for Sam, 
is provided in Figure 3.1.

•  Step 1: Identifying Information

Th e student’s name, date of birth, age, school name, 
grade, and examiner’s name as well as the dates for the 
duration of testing are included in this section.

•  Step 2: Scoring

Transfer data from the Scoring Form to page 2 of the 
Summary Form.

1.  In Subtests 1, 2, and 3, write 1 in the box below each 
Word Group to indicate a correct response. Leave 
the box blank for an incorrect response. In Subtest 
4, write 1, 2, or 3 in the box below each Word Group 
to indicate the number of correct responses in each 
Word Group of three.

2.  Record the total for each Word Group in the circle 
below each column, and check the Mastery box be-

low each total if the score is 5 or 6. (A score of 6 
equals 100% correct, and a score of 5 equals 85% 
correct.)

3.  Record the number of correct answers for each 
subtest under the Words Correct in Level 2 head-
ing. The maximum number correct for Sub-
test 1, 2, and 3 is 12; the maximum number of cor-
rect answers for Subtest 4 is 36. Record the total for 
all four subtests, then divide the total by 72 to obtain 
the percentage of words correct for Level 2.

•  Step 3: Progress Graphs

Transfer data from page 2 of the Summary Form to 
page 1 of the Summary Form in the Progress Graphs 
section.

Word Groups Mastered

In the numbered column that matches the number 
of the test administration, shade the blocks that indi-
cate the Word Groups for which the student has dem-
onstrated mastery.

% Words Correct

In the numbered column that matches the number of 
the test administration, place an X at the point on the 
scale that indicates the percentage of words correctly 
demonstrated by the student.

In this chapter, we discuss how to record, analyze, and 
interpret Mastery Test results. Topics include complet-
ing the Summary Form, the various types of  information 
yielded by the test, and recommendations for student 
instruction.

3Interpreting the Results

Subtest 2: Picture/Phrase Match
   Check if Word Reading Level
  Answer Correct Group Lesson 1 2 3

 1. 1 (people) ❑ 1 157  •
 2. 3 (home) ❑ 2 177 • 
 3. 2 (show) ❑ 3 186 • 
 4. 3 (door) ❑ 4 215  •
 5. 3 (wash) ❑ 5 225  •
 6. 1 (shoes) ❑ 6 240  •
 7. 3 (learn) ❑ 7 256   •
 8. 2 (trip) ❑ 8 267  •
 9. 2 (clothes) ❑ 9 294  •
 10. 1 (afternoon) ❑ 10 309  •
 11. 2 (birthday) ❑ 11 325  •
 12. 1 (sister) ❑  12 336 •

 Total Words
  Correct

Dates of Testing ______________ through ______________

Student’s Name ____________________________________

Examiner’s Name __________________________________

Type of Administration: Group Individual

 Subtest 1 ❑ ❑
 Subtest 2 ❑ ❑

Reading Levels

Reading levels are provided for the words scored 
in this test for informational purposes only. 
Level 2 teaches 200 words plus compound words, 
and  students can attain a reading level of 2.0 to 3.0.

Subtest 1: Discrimination
   Check if Word Reading Level
  Answer Correct Group Lesson 1 2 3

 1. time ❑ 1 154 •
 2. been ❑ 2 178 •
 3. dress ❑ 3 189  •
 4. money ❑ 4 208 • 
 5. winter ❑ 5 231  •
 6. read ❑ 6 237 •
 7. wrong ❑ 7 260 • 
 8. follow ❑ 8 275  •
 9. race ❑ 9 293  •
 10. clean ❑ 10 311 •
 11. push ❑ 11 322 •
 12. thank ❑ 12 350 •

 Total Words
  Correct

Subtest 3: Word Recognition
   Check if Word Reading Level
  Answer Correct Group Lesson 1 2 3

 1. from ❑ 1 160 •
 2. end ❑ 2 180 •
 3. did ❑ 3 187 •
 4. very ❑ 4 214  •
 5. why ❑ 5 223 •
 6. lunch ❑ 6 234 •
 7. keep ❑ 7 259 •
 8. fun ❑ 8 273 •
 9. sign ❑ 9 287  •
 10. left ❑ 10 318 •
 11. arm ❑ 11 321  •
 12. less ❑ 12 346 •

 Total Words
  Correct

Mastery Test
Scoring Form
Mastery Test
Scoring Form

© 2011, 2008 by PRO-ED, Inc.
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Second Edition

Level 2

Edmark
READING PROGRAM

 Subtest 1: Discrimination Level 1 

Examples

✿  dish fish show fair

✪  cow big ball boy

♥ 1 pillow yes yellow yard

✿ 2 girl been grass green

✪ 3 pencil people fence purple

♥ 4 count candy carry land

✿ 5 sad said paid step

✪ 6 book bread drink black

♥ 7 chair churn fair check

✿ 8 elephant telephone telegraph tell

✪ 9 pepper caper paper apple

3

MASTERY TEST
• Continuous progress 

monitoring 

• Determine mastery of  
Edmark words

• Determine placement within 
the program

• Identify targeted reading 
objectives for student IEPs 

• Portable and permanent  
record of progress

CONTENTS
• Manual

• 15 test booklets

• 15 scoring forms

• 15 summary forms

LESSON PLAN/  
RECORD BOOK
• Continuous progress 

monitoring

• Lesson planning

• Pack of 5

• 153 lessons in Level 1

• 200 lessons in Level 2

Domain referenced, 
nationally field tested

Lesson 20 with
Activity Date Words Missed

Word Recognition 

Picture Match

Phrase Match

Stories

Comprehension

Take-Away 
Readers

Homework

Spelling

Bingo

Notes:

Lessons 11–20 Posttest 
Lesson Word Check Word Errors

Date Date Date

 1 (L14) little � � �
 2 (L17) green � � �
 3 (L11) airplane � � �
 4 (L5) see � � �
 5 (L19) chicken � � �
 6 (L4) yellow � � �
 7 (L12) the � � �
 8 (L8)  sh � � �
 9 (L18) put � � �
10 (L2) a � � �
11 (L13) girl � � �
12 (L3) car � � �
13 (L6) ball � � �
14 (L10) I � � �
15 (L16) box � � �
16 (L7) and � � �
17 (L20) with � � �
18 (L15) in � � �
19 (L1) horse � � �
20 (L9) boy � � �

Notes:

Lessons 164–173 Posttest 
Lesson Word Check Word Errors

Date Date Date

 1 (L162) back � � �

 2 (L155) be � � �

 3 (L158) would � � �

 4 (L170) number � � �

 5 (L159) that � � �

 6 (L160) from � � �

 7 (L164) day � � �

 8 (L156) many � � �

 9 (L165) how � � �

10 (L173) make � � �

11 (L166) word � � �

12 (L168) his � � �

13 (L154) time � � �

14 (L169) if � � �

15 (L167) some � � �

16 (L171) more � � �

17 (L161) as � � �

18 (L172) about � � �

19 (L163) like � � �

20 (L157) people � � �

21 (L11) airplane � � �

22 (L12) the � � �

23 (L13) girl � � �

24 (L14) little � � �

25 (L15) in � � �

26 (L16) box � � �

27 (L17) green � � �

28 (L18) put � � �

29 (L19) chicken � � �

30 (L20) with � � �

Notes:

Lesson 174 fi rst
Activity Date Words Missed

Word Recognition 

Take-Away 
Readers

Homework

Notes:

Lesson 175 men
Activity Date Words Missed

Word Recognition 

Stories

Comprehension

Homework

Notes:
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Edmark Reading Program–Print

Word Recognition
 1* When will the children see the zoo?

 2*  give

 3c people would time

 4b bear be other

 5*  be

 6*  time

 7* It was six and they were going to Mother’s.

 8c _ _ _ _ _ _ many

 9b ggnnaacc many yynnaakk

 10c bannyy yabbnn many

 11a many nayyb mmnny

 12*  many

 13*  time

 14* Little bears are happy.

 15a be time give

Lesson 156

(continues)

WORD RECOGNITION
• Level 1, Books 1–3 and 

Display Masks (2)

• Level 2, Books 1–4 and 
Display Masks (2)

• 153 activities in Level 1 and 
200 in Level 2

• Students repeatedly hear,  
see, point to, and read

• Repeated exposure to  
reinforce previously  
learned words

STORIES
• Level 1, Stories 1–3

• Level 2, Stories 1–4

• 86 stories in Level 1 and  
100 stories in Level 2

• Stories contain only familiar 
words.

• Discussion questions 
encourage conversation and 
promote comprehension

• Supports total  
communication 

Stories

4

53

5

54

In the morning, they got Scott and went to the 
farm. It was a long ride, but by night they were 
there.

The first morning on the farm, Scott got up and 
said, “The first thing I want to learn to do is ride a 
horse.”

“I can show you how,” said Judy. “My father 
showed me when I was a little girl. We will take a 
slow ride in a big circle first, but not for very long. 
As you get to know the horse, you can ride fast and 
go for a long time. Maybe by the end of the week 
you can do that, but not today.”

Riding a Horse

Lesson 257

“Do you think Scott would like to go to the farm 
with us for a week?” said Judy’s mother to Scott’s 
mother.

“I know he would like that,” said Scott’s mother. 
“There are many things he could learn on a farm. 
When I was a little girl, I would go to a farm with 
a friend. That’s where I learned to milk a cow. In the 
mornings, we would get on horses and circle the 
farm to see what was going on.”

“Tell Scott he can go with us,” said Judy’s mother. 
“We will come by for him the very first thing in the 
morning because it is a full day’s ride to the farm.”

A Week at the Farm

Lesson 257

 16* A dog is in the water with a  sh.

 17c tree under He

 18a said i zoj

 19c s olb said

 20*  said

 21*  he

 22*  long

 23* The boy has a boat. Is he in the boat?

 24a said long tree

 25b he said  ower

 26* You  nd a long spoon.

 27*  said

 28* Mother has a yellow  ower.

 29* Ride in the airplane.

Lesson 51 (continued)

PRINT or E-BOOK

PRINT or E-BOOK
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Edmark Reading Program–Print

Picture Match

Phrase Match

Lesson 5

1 a horse 4 a horse

2 a car 5 a horse a car 

3 a car 6 a car a horse

Lesson 293

76

The big bike race is 
about to begin.

75

The bikes must stop 
at the corner.

PICTURE MATCH LEVEL 1
• 39 Picture Match activities 

• 39 Picture Match boards

• 263 Picture Match cards

• Students read, comprehend, 
and correctly place picture 
cards

PHRASE MATCH LEVEL 1
• 39 Phrase Match activities 

• 39 Phrase Match boards

• 392 Phrase Match cards

• Students read, comprehend, 
and match phrases to 
illustrations

PHRASE MATCH LEVEL 2
• 25 Phrase Match activities

• 25 Phrase Match boards

• 99 Phrase Match cards

• Students read, comprehend, 
and match phrases to 
illustrations
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Edmark Reading Program–Print

Reading and Social Skills Games

✩

4

yellow

4

yellow✩

3

car

3

car

✩

1

horse

1

horse

✩

190

country

190

country ✩

200

because

200

because

Fun for all ages!

READING AND SOCIAL 
SKILLS GAMES 
Includes card games,  
board games, and games  
of movement

• 30 games with lesson plans 
in Level 1

• 40 games with lesson plans 
in Level 2

• Reinforces Edmark words

• Students develop social skills

• Teaches basic game-playing 
procedures 

CONTENTS
• Two 2-sided game-boards  

for each level

• Manual including lesson  
plans

• Reproducible  
materials

• Word Cards

• Game pieces and dice
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Edmark Reading Program–Print

The Rides

THE RIDES
Uses all of the words taught  
in Level 1.

• A reward for completing 
Level 1

• 24 pages

• Pack of 5 and 5 certificates

JUDY’S BIRTHDAY PARTY
Uses all of the words taught  
in Level 2.

• A reward for completing 
Level 2

• 28 pages

• Pack of 5 and 5 certificates

WORD SIGNS LEVEL 1  
& LEVEL 2
• 350 video demon-strations 

of the signs for each Edmark 
word

• Includes universal forms of 
the signs

• Supports total communication 

• Included in Level 1 and  
Level 2

• Available for online access

Judy’s Birthday Party
Judy’s Birthday Party

6 7

Today Is the Day

On the day of the party, Scott and Fly walked into 
Judy’s home.

“Today is the day! Happy Birthday, Judy!” Scott said.
“Judy, is your father here?” Fly asked.
“Scott!” Judy said. “Where have you been? It is three 

in the afternoon and the party is at five! Your job is to 
help me make the sandwiches.”

“We will get through making the sandwiches in time 
for the party,” said Scott.

“We will have to race the clock,” Judy said. “We must 
make sandwiches and cut them. We must get the glasses 
and plates on the table. We must put the balloons and 
flowers on the table. We have many things to do!”

Today Is the Day

“What time will you cook the ears of corn?” Fly asked, 
but no one answered him.

Mother said, “Fly and Scott, it is good to see you. I am 
going to the store to get ice cream.”

Father walked into the room. “I’m going to the store to 
get something for Judy!”

“Judy and Scott handed out many letters to many 
people,” Mother said. “They will be coming at five!”

“Can I go to the store with you?” Fly asked Father. 
“Which store are we going to? Can we take the bus? Why 
can’t we buy the ice cream? Who is going to buy the 
party hats? Did you know that I got a letter from Judy?”

Father laughed at all of Fly’s questions. “Be quiet a 
minute, Fly,” he said. Then he said to Mother, “I’m going 
to take Fly with me. I will be back long before five for the 
party.”

Then he said to Fly, “No, we are not taking the bus. 
We will go in my car. We all got a letter from Judy. She is 
12 today.”

Star was right by the door of the room. No one saw 
her. She could hear them talking about the party. She was 
thinking she was not asked to the party, because she did 
not get a letter from Judy. She saw Button, the dog, in 
his dog bed. “Follow me, Button. I have no other friends.” 
She and Button went to Star’s room.

Word Signs  
Level 1 & Level 2

PRINT or E-BOOK

PRINT or E-BOOK
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Edmark Reading Program–Print Supplements

Homework Bingo

Comprehension

© 2011 by PRO-ED, Inc.

Name:  Date: 

C
Lesson 167

Write or circle the correct word to complete the sentence.

 some  come

1. Put    vegetables on my plate.

 is  us

2. The baby will ride with    in the car.

 milk  many

3. There are    tables and chairs at school.

 word  would

4. The baby said one  .

 slow  some

5. Have    ice cream.

 words  water

6. There are many    in this book.

 other  orange

7. There will be    girls at school.

 away  day

8. Father said, “Put the book  .”

Take-Away Readers
Supplemental Reading Lessons

© 2011 by PRO-ED, Inc.

Name:  Date: 

H

Flash Cards

Cut out the cards. Read the cards to an adult three times or more. Read the sentence 
at the bottom of the page, and then write the sentence on the blank line. 

 fi rst home end

 Scott men name

 your right Scott, give me 
a balloon.

 been Judy Right on!

Scott, give me a balloon.

Lesson 183

✂

Spelling

© 2011 by PRO-ED, Inc.

Name:  Date: 

S
Review 

Lesson 173

 many that back how his

 more time people from like

 1. Write a letter on each blank to make one of the spelling words.

bac  is ma y peo le li e

t at ime fr m ow mo e

 2. Circle the correct spelling of the word to complete the sentence or question.

There were many people  poepel  at the game.

What time  tiem  is it?

There were many  mnay  animals at the zoo.

Do you liek  like  me?

That  Taht  is my ball.

His  Hsi  car is the green and yellow one.

Can you come bak  back  at two?

He is back form  from  school.

How  Hwo  many books do you have?

Do you have more  mor  vegetables?

PRINT or E-BOOK
PRINT or E-BOOK

PRINT or E-BOOK

PRINT or E-BOOK

These print items 
are purchased 
separately.

LEVEL 1
• Homework—230 activities

• Spelling—75 activities

• Bingo—150 activities

• Comprehension— 
286 activities

• Take-Away Readers—  
50 stories

LEVEL 2
• Homework—199 activities

• Spelling—53 activities

• Bingo—200 activities

• Comprehension— 
140 activities

• Take-Away Readers— 
58 Stories 

SUPPLEMENTAL  
READING LESSONS
• 90 stories

• Vocabulary from  
Level 1 and Level 2

• Comprehension questions 
include “who,” “what,” 
“when,” “where,” and “why”

• Enhance comprehension, 
spelling, and writing skills

© 2011 by PRO-ED, Inc.

Name:  Date: Lesson 173 Cards 154–173

B I N G O
that word back like

time be as would

from people

if number many about make

day how more some his

PRINT or E-BOOK

PRINT or E-BOOK



Edmark Reading Program–Online

• Access programs at any time and from anywhere

• Compatible with iPads, computers, and tablets  
with Internet access

• License runs from September 1–August 31
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Edmark 
 Reading Program

ONLINE 2.0
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EDMARK ONLINE IS PROVIDED 
THROUGH INDIVIDUAL 
STUDENT SEAT LICENSES.
• Each student has access to  

the full range of Level 1 and 
Level 2 Core programs, AND 

• all of the Supplements, 
including Spelling, 
Comprehension, Take-Away 
Readers, Homework, Bingo, 
and Writing Practice.

ASSESS THE PROGRESS OF 
INDIVIDUALS AND CLASSES 
WITH SEVERAL REPORTING 
TOOLS.
• Student Progress Report—

date of assignment, name of 
assignment, and % correct 

• Mastery Test Report—
Progress graphs of student’s 
% of words read and mastery 
by word groups

• Posttest Report—Shows 
words missed in word group

QUICK START GUIDES  
STEP-BY-STEP 
ILLUSTRATIONS FOR:
• Setting up account

• Adding students/teachers

• Creating assignments

• Creating reports

PROGRAM OVERVIEW: 
A TEACHER’S GUIDE 
COMPLETE INFORMATION 
FOR INSTRUCTING STUDENTS, 
INCLUDING: 
• Research support for Edmark 

Reading Program

• Description and screen shots 
of each type of activity and 
how to deliver it for students

Edmark Reading  
Program Content

Access by Computers 
and Tablets

Data-Driven Instruction

Teacher’s Guide and Program Overview 20

 Stories

Stories are short fi ctional stories illustrated with full-color art. Level 1 includes 86 stories 
and Level 2 includes 100 stories. Th e stories enable the students to practice reading words 
they have learned to recognize, but in a new context. Th ese engaging stories contain only 
words that have been learned in previous lessons. All stories have a read-aloud feature.

Possessives, contractions, and hyphenated words are used in some of the Level 2 sto-
ries. As they are introduced, it is necessary to explain their usage. 

Compound words are introduced in Story 10 of Level 2. Discussion questions located 
aft er each story allow the teacher to check the students’ understanding. Students of all ages 
will fi nd it fun and amusing to discuss the stories, illustrations, and words with their teach-
ers and fellow students, thereby extending their comprehension and use of the Edmark 
Reading Program words. Each story has audio playback for the title and each paragraph.

Objectives
Th e student will:

■ Read stories aloud
■ Read stories silently
■ Demonstrate comprehension by answering questions and by engaging in conversa-

tion about the stories and illustrations

Presenting the Activity
Th e Stories activity can be assigned by selecting New Assignments. Activities can be se-
lected as a single activity or as part of a group of lessons.

Discussion Questions
Th e Discussion Questions, located aft er each story, are provided to guide students in recall-
ing events, facts, and characters from the stories. Many questions also require readers to 
draw conclusions and express opinions. Th e questions are to be read aloud to the student. 

St
or

ie
s

Instructional Support
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 Phrase Match

Th e Phrase Match activities (39 in Level 1 and 25 in Level 2) provide functional reading 
experience as the student chooses words, phrases, or sentences to describe illustrations of 
objects and events found in daily life. Th e lessons in Level 1 become progressively more dif-
fi cult and ambiguous. Th e beginning lessons in Level 2 contain three illustrations matched 
to three sentences. In the later lessons, students match four and then fi ve illustrations to 
sentences. Level 2 has a review with a read-aloud feature. Phrase Match helps students 
generalize reading skills to new contexts, in which illustrations depict a variety of lifelike 
situations.

Objectives
Th e student will:

■ Read phrases or sentences 
■ Demonstrate comprehension by matching sentences to illustrations

Presenting the Activity
Th e Phrase Match activity can be assigned by selecting New Assignments. Activities can 
be selected as a single activity or as part of a group of lessons.

Criterion and Progress Monitoring
Th e suggested achievement criterion for the Phrase Match activity is for the student to 
make zero errors. If the student does not meet the criterion, you may repeat the Phrase 
Match activity immediately or work on activities that address the words missed before 
repeating the Phrase Match activity.

Monitor progress using the Student Progress Report. 

P
hr

as
e 

M
at

ch
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How to Add Students

1. Go to https://edmarkreadingonline.com, 
and sign in to your account. (The School 
Admin or teachers can add students.)

2. In the USERS column, click New Student.

3. In the box that pops up, enter the 
student’s first and last names, assign a 
user ID and password, and click Save. 
(The password must be at least 6 
characters and is case sensitive.)

Edmark Reading Program–Online

Date: 2022-07-19 Student: Denzel Williams Teacher: Kristen Sheridan

Date range: 2021-09-01 to 2022-07-19

Progress Graphs
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Administration

Dates of Test Administrations

1 2022-07-01 through 2022-07-01

Recommendations

2022-07-01 10:32:02

Denzel has mastered Word Groups 1, 2, and 4. He should take the Posttest from Word Group 3 to determine which words were

missed. Reteach those words by assigning activites to reinforce them. Repeat Posttest for Word Group 3 before going on to

Word Group 5 lessons.
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THE MASTERY TEST 
CONTAINS FOUR SUBTESTS 
THAT CLOSELY MIRROR THE 
INSTRUCTIONAL FORMAT OF 
EDMARK ONLINE.
• Discrimination and Picture/

Phrase Match subtests can be 
administered independently

• Word Recognition and Oral 
Reading subtests require 
involvement by teachers for 
administration 

• Printable Mastery Test 
Summary 

WORD RECOGNITION SCREENS 
PRESENT STUDENTS WITH 153 
ACTIVITIES IN LEVEL 1 AND 
200 ACTIVITIES IN LEVEL 2.
• Students repeatedly hear, see, 

point to, and read words

• Student progress is monitored 
throughout the lessons

5-WORD PRACTICE LEVEL 1
• Students identify the  

words among the last 5  
words taught

POSTTESTS GIVEN AFTER 
EVERY 10 WORDS IN LEVEL 1 
AND AFTER EVERY 20 WORDS 
IN LEVEL 2.
• The activity is scored with 

missed words noted in the 
Posttest Report

• Teacher participation is 
required to administer the 
Posttest

Edmark Reading Program–Online

Mastery Test

Word Recognition

5-Word Practice

Posttests
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Edmark Reading Program–Online

Picture Match and  
Phrase Match

Stories

Spelling

PICTURE MATCH (LEVEL 1) 
AND PHRASE MATCH  
(LEVELS 1 & 2) PROVIDE:
• Functional reading experience 

that builds on the Word 
Recognition activity 

• Comprehension practice as 
students match pictures to 
words and phrases

• Comprehension practice as 
students match words/phrases 
to illustrations

STORIES ENGAGE STUDENTS 
IN READING SHORT, 
FICTIONALIZED WORKS 
ILLUSTRATED WITH FULL-
COLOR ART.
• Use words learned in previous 

lessons

• Provide a new context for 
reading the words

• Include comprehension 
questions about key details  
of the story

COMPREHENSION ACTIVITIES 
PROVIDE EXTENSIVE 
WORD RECOGNITION 
AND COMPREHENSION 
REINFORCEMENT.
• Interactive

• Allow independent practice

SPELLING ACTIVITIES 
PROVIDE:
• Reinforcement for recognition 

of new reading words

• Beginning independent 
interactive spelling activities

WRITING PRACTICE 
ACTIVITIES PROVIDE:
• Word recognition

• Spelling

• Writing sentences

Comprehension
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Edmark Reading Program–Online

Take-Away Readers

Resources

TAKE-AWAY READERS  
ARE STORIES WITH FULL-
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS  
THAT EMPHASIZE WORDS 
STUDENTS HAVE LEARNED:
• Interactive

• Discussion questions support 
comprehension 

RESOURCES FOR PROGRAM 
SUPPORT ARE INCLUDED AS 
PDFS OR VIDEO:
• Word Signs Videos

• Bingo

• Homework

• Writing practice

• Reading and Social Skills 
Games

• The Rides & certificate  
(Level 1) 

• Judy’s Birthday Party & 
certificate (Level 2) 

• Word Lists

• Standards Alignment 

• Complete Lesson/Activity 
Sequence

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS:
• Group Progress

• Activity Frequency and 
Duration–Student

• Activity Frequency and 
Duration–Teacher

Animals Board Game
Lesson 

93

24 Animals Board Game � Lesson 93

Game Play
Give each player one 4-word collection sheet or one 6-word collec- 1. 
tion sheet. Do not use the 4-word and 6-word collection sheets in 
the same game. Review the words and pictures on the word collec-
tion sheets with the students.
Choose which word cards to use. Include all the cards found on  2. 
each player’s word collection sheet. You may add a few or many 
more word cards to the deck depending on how challenging (and 
long) you want the game to be. Place the deck face down on the 
game board.
Players take turns rolling the die and moving the designated  3. 
number of spaces. Players take their turn at the correct time and 
remind others when it is their turn.
Read aloud the words on the space on which the player lands.  4. 
Players follow the instructions.
When a space indicates  5. draw, the player draws the designated 
number of cards from the deck and reads them aloud.
Each card that matches a word or picture is placed on that player’s  6. 
word collection sheet. Word cards that do not match are placed 
face up in a discard pile beside the board. 
When the card deck runs out, shu�  e the discard pile and place in  7. 
a deck face down on the board.

Winning the Game
� e � rst player who � lls up a word collection sheet wins. � e game 
can continue until the second player completes a word collection 
sheet.

Game Options
Provide several practice rounds before beginning the game.
When a student has di�  culty reading a card, allow other players to 
help.
To increase the challenge, let each student have more than one word 
collection sheet at a time.
Ask students to make a phrase or sentence with one of the word cards 
drawn.
For greater challenge, see Lesson 113 or Lesson 133.

Reading Skills

Read and comprehend words �

Generalize reading skills to  �

a social setting while inter-
acting with peers

Social Skills

Take turns �

Make eye contact and use  �

the names of other players

Initiate and respond to social  �

interaction

Game Playing Objectives

Identify game components �

Match words or pictures �

Follow the game rules �

Materials

Animals Game Board �

Die (1–3 or 1–6) and playing  �

pieces

One word collection sheet  �

for each student (fi ve 4-word 
sheets and three 6-word 
sheets on CD-ROM)

Word Cards 74–93 �

or one
grass drink
sit at
ice cream they
there cup
we fast
book will
happy man
can have
paper elephant

✩

Judy’s Birthday Party

2

“We can put candy and balloons on the table,” Scott 
said, “and we can draw a big Happy Birthday sign. Who 
will we give the letters to?”

“We will give one to my mother, my father, and my 
sister, Star, and one to your mother, your father, and your 
brother, Fly,” Judy said. 

“What will we write in the letters?” Scott asked.
Judy was writing the words:

Please come to a party for Judy on Sunday at five.
We will share ice cream, sandwiches, and candy!
The party will go on rain or sun.

“That is good!” said Scott.
“If I had a computer, we could write the letters on 

it. But we will have to get pencils and write on paper,” 
Judy said.

After Judy and Scott did the writing, they went to give 
out the letters. First they went to Star’s room. Star was 
on the telephone and did not hear them. Judy and Scott 
put the letter under her door. Then they went to Judy’s 
mother.

“I would love to come to a birthday party for you!” 
Mother said. “I will help you. I will buy meat for the 
sandwiches and get the ice cream.”

Father was working in the vegetable garden. Fly was 
working with him. 

“Fly, what are you doing in the garden with Judy’s 
father?” Scott asked.

 49

 

  Level 1 and Level 2 Words in 
Alphabetical Order With Lesson Number

-ed ending  137
-ing ending  62
-s ending  25

a  2
about  172
across  308
add  268
after  263
afternoon  309
airplane  11
all  124
am  146
an   282
and  7
animal  114
answer  201
apple  21
are  69
arm  321
as  161
ask  305
at  86
away  138

baby  143
back  162
ball  6
balloon  136
banana  29
be  155
bear  151
because  200
bed  258
been  178
before  340
begin  283
behind  320
beside  331
big  23
bike  111
bird  70
birthday  325
black  52
blue  34
boat  40
book  80
bottom  248

box  16
boy  9
bread  58
breakfast  277
brother  344
brown  119
bus  332
but  139
button  222
buy  292
by  122

call  266
can   82
candy  36
car  3
carry  284
cat  59
chair  72
chicken  19
children  149
circle  257
city  205
class  227
clean  311
clock  338
clothes  294
coat  313
cold  241
color  264
come  115
computer  198
cook  304
corn   302
corner  289
could  209
count   242
country  190
cow  30
cry  326
cup  88
cut  246

day  164
did  187
different  349
dinner  345
dirty  339

do   141
dog  45
doll  342
door  215
down  288
draw  232
dress  189
drink  85

each  343
ear  341
eat  39
egg  32
eight  125
elephant  93
end  180
eye  270

face  213
fall  352
family  210
farm  254
farmer  327
fast  89
father  68
feet  191
 nd  31
 nger  330
 rst  174
 sh  8
 ve  252
 ower  49
 y  314
follow  275
for  100
fork  337
four  226
friend  250
from  160
front  217
full  255
fun  273
funny  56

game  126
garden  291
get  144
girl  13

give  153
glass  244
go  35
good  97
got  243
grass  75
green  17
guess  306

had  127
hand  193
happy  81
has  37
hat  319
have  92
he  50
hear  249
help  135
her  104
high  147
him  116
his  168
home  177
horse  1
how  165
hurt  323

I  10
ice cream  77
if  169
in  15
is  22
it  65

job  251
Judy   182
jump  105

keep  259
knife  117
know  196

laugh  329
learn  256
left  318
leg  334
less  346
letter  220

© 2023 PRO-ED, Inc. Reproducible for use only by the student for whom the license was purchased.

Name:  Date: 

rabbitrabbit
Find it:

wuffl rabbit vn apptf

Trace it:

rabbit  rabbit
Write it:

Build it:

Write it:

 See  rabbit  run.  the  little 


Lesson 103 – rabbit

© 2023 PRO-ED, Inc. Reproducible for use only by the student for whom the license was purchased.

Name:  Date: 

learnlearn
Find it:

learn talk farm hear

Trace it:

learn   learn
Write it:

Build it:

Write it:

 Learn  you  can.  all  the  stories 


Lesson 256 – learn
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Edmark Reading Program–Functional Words Series–Second Edition

Teacher’s Guide—This detailed 
program guide addresses the 
research supporting the program 
and fully describes the program 
components and how to implement 
them. The Teacher’s Guide also 
includes answer keys for the Stories 
Activities and the Reading and 
Social Skills Games lesson plans.

Downloadable content—files for: Lesson Plan/
Record, 300 Vocabulary Exercises, Stories Activities 
and Character Illustrations, Reading and Social Skills 
Games lessons and materials, and Word Lists.

Word Recognition—Two 
spiral-bound books contain 
the target words in order of 
presentation. Target words 
are first introduced within the 
Word Recognition activity.

Display Masks—Two vinyl 
masks allow isolation of 
target words and phrases for 
ease of learning.

Stories and Stories Activities—
The Stories are in a standard paper-
back format. Each of the five Stories 
books contains 10 stories  —1 story 
for every two words taught. The 
stories throughout the series include 
a common cast of characters, with 
a few other characters introduced 
to facilitate various story lines. 
Character Illustrations are included 
as printable PDFs. 

Students may use the illustrations 
of the story characters to follow the 
various people they read about and 
as an aid to comprehending the sto-
ries. Also available separately.

Photo Cards—100 full-color 
photo cards reinforce vocabulary 
comprehension and extend 
students’ understanding of the 
newly learned words. Also avail-
able separately.

Word Cards—100 word cards 
are included in each kit. The 
lesson numbers are in the upper 
right corner. Also available sepa-
rately.

Reading and Social Skills Games—Games reinforce the functional 
vocabulary and promote generalization by requiring students to use 
reading skills in a social setting. Students also develop social skills and 
a basic understanding of various game-playing procedures. The Games 
include a full-color gameboard, playing pieces, and dice.

Functional Word Series–Second Edition
The Edmark Reading Program Functional Words Series–Second Edition teaches 400 functional sight words. The 
Functional Words Series can be implemented as part of a functional living and community skills program or as a 
supplement to other reading programs.

The Functional Words Series uses the well-known word recognition method from the Edmark Reading Program, 
involving repeated exposure to target words within a variety of engaging learning activities. Students learn 100 
new words at a moderate pace in each of four functional areas: Fast Food/Restaurant Words, Grocery Words, 
Job/Work Words, and Signs Around You. Components include:

READING LEVEL: K–3
INTEREST LEVEL: 5–12

RECOMMENDED FOR 
STUDENTS WITH: 
• Autism spectrum disorders

• Intellectual disabilities

THERE ARE FOUR KITS 
WITHIN THE SERIES:
• Fast Food/Restaurant 

Words—Teaches 100 words 
that will help students order 
a meal from a fast food 
establishment or a restaurant 
menu. Words include pizza, 
cheese, chicken, biscuit,  
and salad

• Grocery Words—Teaches 
100 words that will help 
students read and write 
grocery lists and find items in 
a grocery store. Words include 
tuna, shampoo, flour, sausage, 
and laundry detergent

• Job/Work Words—Teaches 
100 words related to getting 
and keeping a job, including 
such words as Social Security 
Number, help wanted, hard 
hat area, Monday, and 
January

• Signs Around You—Teaches 
100 words that will help 
students read commonly 
occurring signs, such as  
First Aid, Taxi, Do Not Enter, 
No Smoking, and Poison
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Level 1 Print Price

#13620 Level 1 Print Program $660.00

#M11878 Edmark Research Compilation FREE

Level 1 Supplements Price

#13636 Comprehension (Print) 118.00

#14394 Comprehension (E-Book) 93.00

#13638 Spelling (Print) 59.00

#14395 Spelling (E-Book) 46.00

#13639 Homework (Print) 70.00

#14396 Homework (E-Book) 56.00

#13641 Take-Away Readers (Print) 47.00

#14397 Take-Away Readers (E-Book) 37.00

#13637 Bingo (Print) 47.00

#14398 Bingo (E-Book) 37.00

#13625 Additional Lesson/Plan Record Books (5) 42.00

#13632 Additional Mastery Test 59.00

#13635 Additional Reading and Social Skills Games 59.00

#13630 Additional Picture Match cards 70.00

#13628 Additional Phrase Match cards 70.00

#13623 Additional Stories 55.00

#14399 Additional Stories (E-Book) 43.00

#13627 The Rides & Certificates of Completion 19.00

#14400 The Rides & Certificates of Completion (E-Book) 15.00

#14187 Phrase Match Cards & Boards Kit 177.00

#14188 Picture Match Cards & Boards Kit 177.00

Level 2 Supplements Price

#13664 Comprehension (Print) 95.00

#14401 Comprehension (E-Book) 75.00

#13666 Spelling (Print) 59.00

#14402 Spelling (E-Book) 46.00

#13667 Homework (Print) 59.00

#14403 Homework (E-Book) 46.00

#13671 Take-Away Readers (Print) 59.00

#14404 Take-Away Readers (E-Book) 46.00

#13665 Bingo (Print) 59.00

#14405 Bingo (E-Book) 46.00

#13655 Additional Lesson Plan/Record Books (5) 42.00

#13660 Additional Mastery Test 59.00

#13663 Additional Reading and Social Skills Games 59.00

#13658 Additional Phrase Match cards 36.00

#13653 Additional Stories 70.00

#14406 Additional Stories (E-Book) 56.00

#13657 Judy’s Birthday Party & Certificates of 
Completion

24.00

#14407 Judy’s Birthday Party & Certificates of 
Completion (E-Book)

19.00

#14189 Phrase Match Cards & Boards Kit 107.00

#11823 Edmark Supplemental Reading Lessons,  
Levels 1 & 2

57.00

#14572 Edmark Supplemental Reading Lessons,  
Levels 1 & 2 (E-Book)

44.00

Level 2 Print Price

#13650 Level 2 Print Program $660.00

#M11878 Edmark Research Compilation FREE

To purchase E-Books or e-components, go to the product on our  
website: www.proedinc.com

Print Pricing

Online 2.0 Pricing
Edmark Online 2.0 (September 1–August 31)

#14601 1 Student $146.00

#14605 5 Students $368.00

#14610 10 Students $677.00

#14625 25 Students $1,553.00

Money-Saving Combos Price

#13646 Edmark Level 1 and Level 2 Print Combo $1,189.00

#14226 Edmark Levels 1 & 2, Second Edition, and 
Functional Words Series Combo

$1,864.00

#14225 Functional Words Series Combo $818.00

Prices are subject to change without notice.
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“The Edmark Reading Program is 
systematic and explicit.”
—Florida Center for Reading Research

“I like to 
read a lot, and you will, 
too. Let’s get started!”

“Hello, I’m 
Professor Seemore Words, 

and this is my assistant Reada, a 
word dog.”

#M13620-2023A

Edmark 
 Reading Program

ONLINE 2.0


